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CHAPTER 6 | BOUNDARY WORK AND INNOVATION 

IMPLEMENTATION 

Navigating competing demands for knowledge sharing 
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Abstract 

This Chapter reports on my study of the relation between boundary work and knowledge 

sharing by examining empirically how research scientists, engineers, and operators in Japan 

and the Netherlands collaborated in Project Hogo to develop and implement the radical 

technological innovation Exomin. I ask the question how the boundary work enacted by 

innovators and adopters shapes their ability to share knowledge during innovation 

implementation. This question was motivated in part by the empirical puzzle how after 

having developed and successfully implemented an innovation internally and on a small 

scale, organizations can nevertheless run into trouble when subsequently implementing 

the innovation for large-scale production. The answer to this question lies in how actors 

balance pressures to maintain sufficient shared context to socialize and share knowledge 

with new members while simultaneously having to adapt to the implementation context. 

Drawing upon insights from radical innovation, knowledge sharing, and boundary 

literature, I put forward the theoretical argument that whereas opening-up external team 

boundaries may help to share knowledge and realize knowledge-intensive work tasks in 

cross-boundary collaboration, successful knowledge sharing may be prevented when 

adopters maintain boundaries, especially when combined with a high turnover rate.   
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6.1 Introduction 

In 2011, the Japanese multinational Mirai Corporation1 announced to invest 1.5 billion yen 

in a large-scale production facility for its new material “Exomin”. Adding Exomin to its 

product portfolio secured MCorp’s leading market position in both current and new 

industries. To develop this radical technological innovation, research scientists and 

engineers in Japan and Europe had successfully collaborated in Project “Hogo” in the 

preceding years. When transitioning to development, it was within the remarkable 

timeframe of six months that Hogo members realized initial implementation success in their 

distributed pilot plants. However, Hogo members nevertheless ran into trouble when they 

subsequently had to implement Exomin in a large-scale production facility. We examine the 

relation between actors’ boundary work and knowledge sharing during this important 

phase of technological innovation projects, thereby asking the question: How does the 

boundary work of innovators and adopters affect their ability to share their knowledge during 

the implementation process? 

Our study of Project Hogo allows us to develop theory about the relationship between 

boundary work and knowledge sharing during the implementation process. Technological 

innovation is a critical activity for many organizations today. Especially for incumbent 

organizations such as MNCs, radical technological innovation is essential for their long-term 

growth and survival (Christensen, 1997; Levinthal and March, 1993; O’Connor and 

DeMartino, 2006; Slater et al., 2013). Translating technology-based inventions into new 

production and marketing opportunities (Garcia and Calantone, 2002) requires adopters to 

successfully integrate and use technological innovations in practice (Edmondson et al., 

2001, p. 686). Hence, for organizations to realize expected benefits largely depends on a 

successful implementation process in which adopters become consistent and routine in 

using an innovation (Choi and Chang, 2009; Klein and Sorra, 1996, p. 1058). However, 

moving technological innovations out of research labs to their sites of implementation 

often proves challenging (Wood and Brown, 1998). In fact, observers have estimated that 

nearly half of technological innovations experience severe breakdowns (Tyre and 

Orlikowski, 1994) or fail to get adopters skilled and committed to their use (Aiman-Smith 

and Green, 2002, p. 421; Cardinal, 2001; Klein and Knight, 2005, p. 244). This number is likely 

to be even higher for radical technological innovations (O’Connor, 2008) since they 

comprise technologies that have yet to be instantiated in practice. Given their significance 
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on the one hand, and their substantial failure rates on the other, more detailed investigation 

of innovation implementation processes is called upon (Klein and Knight, 2005; Chung and 

Choi, 2016, p. 4).  

Whereas innovation implementation constitutes a transitional period in the 

innovation process in which successful knowledge sharing among innovators and adopters 

is vital, existing literature suggests that implementing technological innovations is often 

associated with problems around knowledge sharing. Implementation often coincides with 

changes in existing organizational arrangements (Albert, 1984) and the involvement of new 

members. For such adopters to learn about an innovation’s use, and acquire related 

knowledge, skills and competences, requires innovators to share their knowledge with 

them (Edmondson et al., 2001; Sharma and Yetton, 2007). However, its tacit and socially 

complex nature (Ranft and Lord, 2002), together with innovators and adopters coming from 

different backgrounds (Aiman-Smith and Green, 2002; Rogers, 1962), often results in 

insufficient knowledge sharing (Tyre and Orlikowski, 1994). This is especially true for radical 

technological innovations that comprise nascent technologies (Hill and Rothaermel, 2003; 

Gatignon et al., 2002; Miller et al. 2005; Wood and Brown, 1998), and require adopters to 

develop new work routines (Edmondson et al., 2001; Leonard-Barton, 1988).  

Less attention has been paid, however, to the practices in which innovator’s 

knowledge is embedded. This is problematic since successful implementation often 

requires substantial changes in the socio-material work practices of both inventors and 

adopters of an innovation. Specifically, we highlight a dichotomy between two parallel 

processes that impact knowledge sharing during implementation: On the one hand, 

innovators need to transform their work practices to meet institutional norms of the 

implementation context. On the other hand, to successfully share their knowledge with 

adopters, adopters need to be socialized into the work practices of innovators. Current 

literature studied these processes largely in isolation, with studies of knowledge sharing 

focusing on transforming the knowledge and practices of adopters (e.g., Bechky, 2003; 

Carlile, 2002) while innovation studies focused on the transformation of knowledge and 

practices of innovators (Van de Ven, 1986, p. 591). Thereby, however, they leave 

unexplained how during innovation implementation, innovators can share their knowledge 

with adopters while at the same time their work practices – in which such knowledge is 

embedded – are changing. Furthermore, few studies have described the implementation 
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process of innovations that have been developed internally (Klein and Knight, 2005, p. 244; 

Tyre, 1991, p. 58). This leaves us unable to assess whether implementation issues derive 

from their external adoption or simply the challenges involved when innovators have to 

share their innovation knowledge with adopters. To shed light on these matters, we 

examine the micro-processes by which innovators and adopters share knowledge during 

Exomin’s innovation process. We thereby follow a line of research that studies those people 

directly responsible for implementation (e.g., Edmondson et al., 2001; Harty, 2010), and by 

conducting a four year-long inquiry of Project Hogo. We examined qualitatively and 

longitudinally Exomin’s implementation process, focusing on the micro-processes of 

boundary work – the socio-symbolic processes through which actors (re-)negotiate or (re-

)configure boundaries to achieve either greater integration or differentiation between 

actors from different practice contexts (Gieryn, 1983; Lamont and Molnar, 2002; Zietsma 

and Lawrence, 2010).  

Our findings describe the boundary work enacted during Exomin’s implementation, 

first in distributed pilot plants and subsequently in a large-scale production facility, and 

variously impacted implementation outcomes. Thereby, our findings contribute to 

literatures on knowledge sharing and innovation implementation in three ways. First, we 

advance existing insight on knowledge sharing during innovation implementation, 

unpacking the relation between two processes in which innovators need to adapt their 

work practices and adopters need to participate in those practices to share radically new 

and predominantly tacit innovation knowledge with them. Second, we point to the relation 

between boundary work enacted during the implementation process and the ability of 

innovators to share their knowledge with adopters. Third, we add to a processual 

understanding of innovation implementation, to complement the current dominance of 

linear, stage-based models of innovation implementation (Chung and Choi, 2016, p. 5).  

 

6.2 Theoretical background 

 

6.2.1 Innovation implementation and knowledge sharing 

Innovation implementation is the critical process between the adoption of an innovation 

and its routine use in organizations (Klein and Knight, 2005). During implementation, 

adopters of an innovation ideally become increasingly skilled, consistent, and committed 
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to using an innovation (Klein and Sorra, 1996, p. 1057). Previous studies have studied the 

challenges of innovation implementation from various perspectives. For instance, from a 

cultural perspective, researchers have related implementation success to an organization’s 

climate for implementation and innovation values fit (Choi and Chang, 2009; Dong et al., 

2008; Klein and Sorra, 1996; Klein et al., 2001). From a resource perspective, researchers have 

focused on the available financial resources and incentives for implementation (Klein et al., 

2001; Ranft and Lord, 2002). At the individual and team level, studies explained 

implementation outcomes by relating it to particular characteristics (e.g., learning goal 

orientation, creative personality) of innovators and innovation teams (Choi and Moon, 2013; 

Somech and Drach-Zahavy, 2013). Whereas technology perspectives have focused on the 

technological characteristics, radicalness, and complexity of an innovation (e.g., Aiman-

Smith and Green, 2002), learning perspectives have related implementation success to 

collective learning, staff socialization, and training (Bruque and Moyano, 2007; Edmondson 

et al., 2001; Sharma and Yetton, 2007). Similarly, knowledge sharing perspectives have 

pointed to the tacit and socially complex nature of innovation knowledge (Ranft and Lord, 

2002) and which often results in insufficient knowledge sharing (Tyre and Orlikowski, 1994).  

Early studies on knowledge sharing focused on processes of codification and transfer 

(e.g., March and Simon, 1958). Knowledge sharing between functional groups can be 

challenging for various reasons: Organizational actors may not understand the knowledge 

shared with them, due to differences in the form, amount, and type of knowledge 

(Szulanski, 1996). Also, its tacit nature (Nonaka, 1994; Polanyi, 1966) and inherent ‘stickiness’ 

can pose challenges to knowledge sharing (Von Hippel, 1994, p. 429-430; Tyre and Von 

Hippel, 1997; Szulanski, 1996). Therefore, scholars have concluded that successful 

knowledge sharing requires individual and context-specific aspects to be taken into 

consideration (Nonaka and Takeuchi, 1995, p. 58; 67). Subsequent research has identified 

various solutions, for instance facilitating cross-functional interactions through brokers or 

boundary spanners (Allen, 1977; Hargadon and Sutton, 1997; Tyre 1991) or through 

interdisciplinary teams (Ancona and Caldwell, 1992; Nonaka and Takeuchi, 1995, p. 67; 

Wheelwright and Clark, 1992), such as rugby teams (Takeuchi and Nonaka, 1986) or transfer 

groups (Von Hippel, 1994, p. 431). 

Later studies have problematized a view of knowledge as ‘a given’ that can be stored, 

retrieved, and transferred between groups (Bechky, 2003, p. 313), instead highlighted that 
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knowledge sharing takes place through joint participation in the practices in which that 

knowledge is embedded. Especially practice scholars have contributed to our 

understanding of why knowledge sharing is often difficult by highlighting how it is situated, 

embedded and invested in specific practice contexts (Bourdieu, 1977; Brown and Duguid, 

1991; Lave, 1988; Carlile, 2002). For instance, in their study of tailor communities, Lave and 

Wenger (1991) argued that knowledge is situated in specific practice communities and is 

shared through a process of legitimate peripheral participation (p. 29). In their study, 

apprentices – as receivers of cloth-making knowledge – first participated at the periphery 

of tailor communities. Mastery of that knowledge required them to be socialized into the 

practices of the tailor community. By participating in the activities of their masters, 

apprentices learned the specific work practices in which knowledge about cloth-making 

was situated. The authors therefore suggested that knowledge sharing takes place through 

the joint participation of actors in concrete activities. Hence, sharing knowledge outside the 

activities in which it is situated tends to be problematic. Others have built upon this work 

by demonstrating how such ‘knowing’ is “an ongoing social accomplishment, constituted 

and reconstituted in everyday practice” (Orlikowski, 2002, p. 252).  

Scholarship on knowledge sharing has further advanced in innovation and new 

product development literatures. In her study of product innovation at EquipCo, Bechky 

(2003) explained how knowledge sharing across occupational groups is often problematic 

because of their different work contexts. The use of ‘boundary objects’ such as design 

drawings and prototypes she argued, can help overcome knowledge sharing problems by 

enabling members of different occupational groups to communicate their local 

understandings to each other. Boundary objects can help to create shared understanding 

that is necessary to transform people’s knowledge of the product and the production 

process. Carlile’s (2002) study has revealed the political nature of knowledge sharing. His 

findings on boundary objects show that people are invested in their knowledge, for 

instance related to established methods or ways of doing things. When successful, actors 

are inclined to use that knowledge in their future problem-solving activities. They thus tend 

to be less willing to transform that knowledge to accommodate the knowledge of others. 

Building upon these insights, Levina and Vaast (2005) found in their study of distributed 

software development projects that boundary objects were insufficient for sharing 

knowledge across distributed groups, due to their embeddedness in different practice 
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contexts (or fields). The absence of a shared context in which to interpret objects, and define 

new relations around them, prevented the transformation of groups’ existing knowledge. 

They therefore argued that successful knowledge sharing across distributed groups, 

requires a shared context or ‘field of practice’ (Bourdieu and Wacquant, 1992; Levina and 

Vaast, 2005) to be created.  

 
6.2.2 Problematization 

Innovation implementation constitutes a transitional period in the innovation process in 

which knowledge sharing among innovators and adopters is of critical importance. The 

above studies provide valuable insights that may be relevant for understanding why 

knowledge sharing is often problematic, especially when it concerns the implementation 

of radical technological innovations. First, it makes us realize that innovation knowledge is 

often sticky due to its situatedness and embeddedness in innovator’s work practices. To 

share that knowledge with adopters, innovators need to be able to represent their 

knowledge, yet there should also be sufficient shared context for adopters to interpret that 

knowledge. Whereas this requires adopters to be socialized into the work practices and 

operations in which innovation knowledge is embedded and meaningful, it is exactly these 

practices and operations that get disrupted during implementation. Namely, when 

innovations are moved towards their sites of implementation, innovators may be uncertain 

about their role or already have left the project. Scholars have argued that a rapid transition 

is cost-efficient and a means to minimize confusion around actors’ roles and responsibilities 

(e.g., Ranft and Lord, 2002). However, it can also impair knowledge sharing by limiting the 

ability of adopters to learn about the innovation team’s operations (Tyre and Orlikowski, 

1994).  

Second, for innovators to share their knowledge with adopters, requires an 

understanding and willingness on the side of adopters to transform their existing 

knowledge. This may be less of an issue for incremental innovations, where adopters 

already have existing knowledge about an innovation’s technology and its use, but may be 

more prevalent when implementing radical innovations that have an entirely new 

knowledge-base. As Carlile (2002) explained, this is not a neutral process since people tend 

to be invested in maintaining their knowledge and established ways of doing things (e.g., 

in terms of production processes and technological problem solving). Therefore, adopters 
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may be less receptive towards learning about a new technological innovation. Furthermore, 

adopters often come from different practice contexts (e.g., a production setting), bringing 

different interests to the project (Van de Ven, 1986, p. 591; 601). As innovations get 

implemented, adopters are therefore likely to change the original practices of innovators to 

meet institutional norms of the adoption context (Ansari et al., 2010; Van de Ven, 1986, p. 

591; Leonard-Barton, 1988). Hence, because of the different norms, values, and objectives 

guiding their work, and the initial absence of a shared context, innovators and adopters 

may not immediately work together to share their knowledge in the most productive way.  

To summarize, knowledge and innovation literatures present us with a dichotomy: 

How can adopters learn about an innovation and be motivated to adapt their existing 

knowledge, while at the same time innovators are pressed to transform the work practices 

in which such knowledge is embedded? These processes have largely been studied in 

isolation, thereby leaving unexplained how successful knowledge sharing during 

implementation can be facilitated in actual practice. We nevertheless believe it is important 

to understand how the processes that enable knowledge sharing with adopters intersect 

with processes of practice adaptation among innovators. In fact, the inability of 

organizations to manage this dichotomy may explain why innovation implementation is 

often delayed, or fails to succeed at all. Hence, research that enables us to theorize 

processes of knowledge sharing during innovation implementation, rather than solely 

focusing on implementation outcomes, forms a critical area of study.  

 

6.2.3 A practice lens on knowledge sharing during innovation implementation 

To further insight on this matter, we follow a line of research that studies those people 

directly responsible for innovation implementation (e.g., Edmondson et al., 2001; Harty, 

2010). Specifically, we use a practice lens (Feldman and Orlikowski, 2011; Nicolini, 2012; 

Schatzki, 2001) to examine the micro-processes through which innovators cope with 

demands for knowledge sharing and practice adaptation when implementing innovations. 

Radical technological innovation through this lens is viewed not solely as the development 

of new technologies but as the emergence of a new set (or field) of interrelated practices 

(Levina and Vaast, 2005; 2014; Schatzki, 2001) that are developed in relation to those 

technologies. We draw upon the notion of a “field of practice” (Levina and Vaast, 2005), to 

conceptualize the set of interrelated practices in which innovation knowledge is embedded 
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and had meaning, as well as the practices that are meaningful and valued in the 

implementation context. As evident in the growing body of literature on institutional fields 

(DiMaggio and Powell, 1983, p. 148), the idea of a field works well for denoting groups with 

shifting goals and memberships (Levina and Arriaga, 2014, p. 475). The notion of a field of 

practice was originally introduced by Bourdieu (Bourdieu and Wacquant, 1992) and focuses 

on the nexus of practice that brings actors together in the pursuit of a common interest 

(Levina and Vaast, 2014). Separated by boundaries, people from different fields have 

differential access to knowledge, skills, and expertise that arises from the habituated actions 

enacted in each context (Levina and Vaast, 2005, 2008, 2013). Viewed through this lens, the 

practices of innovators differ from those of adopters and the boundary between those 

practices delimits people’s diverse interests and expertise within those fields.  

Based on this understanding, we argue that when innovations are implemented, and 

new members (adopters) become involved, this transforms the boundaries that demarcate 

the practices of an innovation’s field as well as those of the implementation context. The 

challenge of balancing demands for knowledge sharing and practice adaptation during 

implementation then lies in the way actors enact those boundaries, which we understand 

as those differences that demarcate distinctions between actors from different practice 

contexts (or fields of practice) and gain salience in practices that are differentially 

recognized and rewarded across contexts (Abbott, 1995; Levina and Vaast, 2008). Drawing 

upon the study of Exomin’s innovation process, this study will examine what factors 

affected Exomin’s implementation outcomes, how innovators and adopters enacted 

boundary work during different episodes of the implementation process, and how this 

affected the ability of innovators to share their innovation knowledge with adopters.  

 

6.3 Empirical setting and methods 

We conducted a longitudinal and multi-sited field study of a single case. We chose this 

research design since knowledge sharing during the innovation implementation process is 

not well understood; because we are interested in the subjective experiences of 

organizational actors; and because our study is exploratory, aimed at theory development 

(Eisenhardt, 1989). 
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6.3.1 Project Hogo 

We studied “Project Hogo” between September 2009 and May 2013. Whereas other 

innovation projects were aimed at improving existing materials and production processes, 

Hogo comprised an innovation project that was considered more radical in nature. It was 

initiated by “Mirai Corporation” (henceforth MCorp), a technology-driven MNC from Japan. 

For MCorp, technological innovation had been essential for realizing sustainable growth for 

over almost a century. Yet, due to technology life cycles, developing new materials and 

production processes was important to secure the company’s future. At the start of the 

research, the field researcher was informed that inside the company, Hogo was viewed as a 

project that should deliver such breakthrough innovation. It had been initiated in 2005, as 

part of MCorp’s strategy to explore new avenues to expand the product portfolio of “Mirai 

Technologies” (henceforth MTech) – the technology division of MCorp. As a core business 

unit, MTech manufactured high quality semi-manufactured materials. It had been a key 

player in producing high quality semi-manufactured materials for 30 years and employed 

around 2,000 people in its Japanese subsidiary “MiraiJP” and its Dutch subsidiary “MiraiNL”. 

At the time of the research, MCorp, realized that an important element was missing in 

MTech’s product portfolio: To develop technologies that not only focused on quality and 

potential profitability but also on delivering environmental benefits, and hence, Project 

Hogo was initiated. Over the years, around 50 scientists, engineers and operators from 

MiraiJP and MiraiNL’s research labs and production sites (see figure 6.1) collaborated to 

develop and produce the new high-performance material “Exomin”. 

 

 
FIGURE 6.1 | Organizational chart of Project Hogo 
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Exomin’s production process was completely new and became fully patented. 

Compared to existing production processes, the technologies used for producing Exomin 

offered not only cost and quality advantages, but also a lower environmental impact. This 

made Exomin “a unique, innovative, and sustainable product [that] offered added value in 

many different markets” (documents). Because of its material properties and performance, 

Exomin was an attractive material that could be used for a wide range of applications in 

different market segments, and for which MCorp received the industry innovation award in 

2014.  

The case of Hogo is of particular relevance for theorizing micro-processes around 

knowledge sharing during innovation implementation. Over time, production facilities 

were developed inside MTech, allowing us to trace the process of Exomin’s initial 

implementation in distributed pilot plants and subsequently in a large-scale production site 

(Wood and Brown, 1998, p. 167; 182; Zaltman et al, 1973). Whereas the diffusion of 

innovations is a popular area of research (e.g., Rogers, 1995), few studies have focused on 

the implementation of internally-developed innovations (Klein and Knight, 2005, p. 244; 

Tyre, 1991, p. 58; Van de Ven et al., 2008). Our study of Exomin’s implementation at MCorp 

thus provided an opportunity to advance our understanding of innovation implementation 

and the role of knowledge sharing in this process. It not only enabled us to shed light on 

the challenges involved in implementing breakthrough innovations but also how they were 

addressed. As Hogo advanced, members successfully addressed implementation 

breakdowns and proceeded with the production and further commercialization of Exomin. 

Figure 6.2 visualizes the different stages of Hogo’s innovation process.  

 

6.3.2 Research methods 

Our data covers the period from September 2009 to May 2013, a period that starts before – 

and ends after – Project Hogo operated as a global innovation project. The empirical 

analysis draws on data collected through documentary analysis, non-participant 

observation, and 46 in-depth interviews that were conducted between 2009 and 2013. 

Fieldwork, described further in table 6.1, was conducted by the first author (henceforth 

“field researcher”) and for which she made repeated site visits to MiraiJP and MiraiNL’s 

research labs, pilot plants, and production sites.  
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FIGURE 6.2 | Timeline of Project Hogo 
 

Documentary sources. Content analysis of project documentation, news articles, and 

archival data (e.g. annual reports and patent data) provided information about (1) Hogo’s 

history; (2) Exomin’s innovation process; and (3) achieved objectives and milestones.  

Participant observation. Through participant observation, the field researcher 

observed daily working activities, as well as audit meetings, videoconferences and team 

meetings. She visited the different research institutes and production factories, to get a feel 

for the products that were developed, and to meet the people that were working there. 

Together with observations in more informal settings such as coffee breaks, lunch breaks, 

and after-work drinks, this gave us a sense of the everyday work lives of research 

participants. All observations were documented with fieldnotes. These were used to study 

(1) the people involved in Hogo and what they were working on; (2) how interactions 

among Hogo members proceeded, were organized, and coordinated; and (3) how research 

participants addressed the various problems and breakdowns encountered during 

Exomin’s implementation process. Together with the documentary sources, this data 

proved useful for developing a chronology and timeline of Hogo, andagainst which the 

interview data could be interpreted.  

Interviews. Interview data included 46 interviews with MiraiJP and MiraiNL research 

scientists and engineers, as well as with MTech managers from MiraiJP (6) and MiraiNL (9). 

The first 21 interviews were part of the fieldwork conducted in Japan and the Netherlands 

between September 2009 and August 2010. The final 25 interviews were conducted during 

site visits between May 2012 and May 2013. Interviews were semi- structured and primarily 

aimed at capturing interviewees’ reflections, personal views, and experiences of Hogo. 

Interviews usually started with explaining the purpose of the research, where the interview 

would be about, and reminding participants that the anonymity of interviewees and the 

company was secured. After that, the interviews started with (1) some questions about  
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TABLE 6.1 | Details on data collection 
 Data source Use in the analysis 
Company 
documents 

Books published by MCorp between 2000 and 2009  
Corporate annual, strategy, and research reports 
Shareholder communication 

Identify MCorp’s research 
strategy; establish a timeline of 
events 

Other 
documents 

Patent data related to Exomin 
Video about the development of Exomin 
Product, marketing and sales information 
Press accounts about the development and launch of 
Exomin 

Additional evidence of the 
innovation outcomes during 
research and development 
Triangulate facts and 
observations about Exomin 

Observations First round (2009-2010), non-participant observation 
at MiraiNL’s research lab; site visits to research lab and 
pilot plant in Japan 
Second round (2012-2013), site visits to MiraiNL 
research lab and large-scale production site. 

 

Interviews 
(N=46) 

First round (2009-2010), 21 interviews with 21 
informants 
MiraiJP 
• MiraiJP management team (6)  
• Research team leader Moto-san 
• 1 researcher Shimizu-san 
• 1 engineer Saito-san 
MiraiNL 
• MiraiNL management team (7) 
• Team leader Jan Kees  
• 4 researchers Sung Mi, Frank, Jacob, Suzuki-san 

Interviews were conducted by 
the field researcher. They lasted 
between one and two hours; all 
were recorded and transcribed 
verbatim for over 349 single-
spaced pages.  
 
 

 Second round (2012-2013), 25 interviews with 22 
informants 
MiraiJP 
⁃  MiraiJP management team (6) 
⁃  Researcher Suzuki-san 
MiraiNL 
⁃  MiraiNL management team (9) 
⁃  Directors Hogo Jan Kees (2x) and Mike (2x) 
⁃  Research team leader Sung Mi 
⁃  Researchers Moto-san, Jacob 
⁃  Engineers Mizushima-san, Frank 

All interviews were conducted by 
the field researcher. They lasted 
between one and two hours; all 
were recorded and transcribed 
verbatim for over 554 single-
spaced pages. 
 
 

 

interviewees’ personal and work backgrounds; (2) the history of Hogo and participants’ 

roles in the project; (3) what participants were working on and how the work was organized; 

(4) participants’ perceptions of Hogo, the challenges encountered in the innovation process 

and in working together with people with different backgrounds and practices; and (5) how 

participants addressed these challenges. The field researcher had prepared a list of 

questions beforehand to guide the interviews. Interviewees were not strictly held to them 

as the field researcher encouraged them to share their own stories, issues and experiences, 

and adjusted her questions accordingly. The interviews with Dutch individuals were held in 

Dutch and the interviews with Japanese individuals were held in English – Hogo’s working 
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language. All interviews were recorded, yet also manual notes were made during the 

interviews – to facilitate analysis of initial impressions during data collection. 

 

6.3.3 Data analysis  

Following common practice in qualitative process analysis, we combined open coding 

(Strauss and Corbin, 1990) with temporal bracketing (Langley, 1990), to understand how 

innovators and adopters enacted boundary work to cope with the seemingly contradictory 

demands to continue their work practices or to adapt them during the implementation 

process. During data analysis, we moved between the empirical data and existing 

theoretical perspectives in an iterative manner. First, during fieldwork the field researcher 

noted initial impressions. The resulting case narrative and chronology describing Hogo’s 

innovation process were further refined after collecting and reading through the empirical 

material. Second, data was imported in the qualitative data analysis program NVivo. To 

facilitate data management, we grouped the data according to method (interviews, 

observations, documents), data collection period (2009-2010; 2012-2013), as well as 

people’s roles (management, research, engineering) and subsidiary affiliations (MiraiJP or 

MiraiNL). Third, using the different data sources, we identified different stages, critical 

events, and key actors involved in Exomin’s innovation and implementation process. This 

resulted in a refined timeline and case narrative of Hogo.  

Exomin’s innovation process presented us with some counterintuitive findings. 

Namely, one would assume that organizations encounter fewer implementation challenges 

when innovations have been developed and are implemented internally: Organizations 

already have developed the relevant innovation knowledge and only need to share it with 

people who have to put it to use. However, our findings reveal that even in situations where 

innovations have been developed internally, organizations can still encounter significant 

challenges during implementation. In our case, Exomin had been successfully implemented 

on a small scale in distributed pilot plants, yet subsequent implementation at a local 

production site proved not that straightforward. In fact, the instantiation of Exomin’s 

innovation in large-scale practice was marked by various technological breakdowns, delays, 

and losses. To better understand – and explain – these counterintuitive findings, we 

continued with a more in-depth analysis of (1) the factors that contributed to the rapid 

success of initial implementation, (2) why Hogo members nevertheless ran into trouble 
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when subsequently implementing Exomin in a large-scale production site, and (3) how they 

managed to address these challenges and succeeded in implementing Exomin for large-

scale production.  

Temporal bracketing. Consistent with process research, we first bracketed the data into 

different time periods, describing (1) Hogo’s research phase, (2) its transition to 

development in distributed pilot plants, (3) its subsequent transition to large-scale 

production, and (4) the process of achieving sustained implementation. We then focused 

on the three transition moments when Hogo members moved towards initial 

implementation, subsequent implementation, and sustained implementation. We used 

these three implementation periods as embedded units in our analysis (Eisenhardt, 1989) 

to identify the micro-processes that enabled and prevented knowledge sharing, informing 

the first phase of our coding process. We for instance coded for the objectives that Hogo 

members tried to achieve during each period, the activities they engaged in to realize those 

activities, as well as changes in people, their roles, or Exomin’s production technology. We 

also coded for people’s perceptions of implementation outcomes during each stage 

Comparing these three implementation periods allowed us to obtain an in-depth 

understanding of how, during Hogo’s implementation process, research scientists, 

engineers, and operators enacted boundary work to cope with the seemingly contradictory 

demands to continue or adapt their work practices. The theoretical categories we 

developed during second-order coding, and identifying the distinguishing elements of 

each implementation period that could explain the rather different outcomes, are indicated 

in italics and described further below. 

Identifying continuity of practice vs. practice adaptation. We first asked how actors 

engaged in activities that enabled or prevented innovators to share their knowledge with 

adopters. During each implementation period, we noticed a returning tension between 

participants maintaining continuity in their work activities – which we coded for as 

maintaining “continuity of practice” – and the need for them to adapt their work activities 

to meet the demands of the implementation context – that we coded as “practice 

adaptation”. Related to maintaining continuity of practice, we distinguished between “high 

continuity of practice” – whereby actors continued to enact collaborative work activities 

they had developed during previous phases – and “low continuity of practice” – whereby 

actors stopped to enact these practices. Related to practice adaptation, we distinguished 
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between “gradual practice adaptation”, whereby actors gradually changed their work 

activities and engaged in ones that met the context of production and operations, versus 

“immediate practice adaptation”, whereby actors rapidly had to adapt their work activities 

to meet such demands.  

Identifying boundary work. Second, we analyzed how actors enacted boundaries 

through their boundary work, which we conceptualized as the efforts of actors to create, 

maintain, or transform boundaries between different groups or contexts. Within Hogo, 

boundary work was enacted as a way of coping with the tension between maintaining 

continuity of practice on the one hand and adapting practices to meet institutional norms 

of the implementation context on the other. Building upon boundary work literature (e.g., 

Gieryn, 1983; Zietsma and Lawrence, 2010), we distinguished between 2 forms of boundary 

work. Whereas “opening-up boundaries” refers to the actors from context A emphasizing a 

shared identity and creating shared work practices with actors from context B, through 

mutual and voluntary adaptation of their existing work practices. “Maintaining boundaries”, 

in turn refers to actors from context A refusing to adapt their work practices to the ones of 

actors in context B and keep enacting established work practices, for instance by 

emphasizing that work processes are different in their organizational context. We found 

that, whereas opening-up boundaries facilitated the socialization of new members, 

maintaining boundaries actually prevented it.  

Identifying consequences for knowledge sharing. Third, to understand the relation with 

implementation outcomes, we analyzed the consequences of enacted boundary work and 

how it affected knowledge sharing processes. We thereby distinguished between forms of 

boundary work for knowledge sharing – and enabling new members to actively contribute 

to key work tasks such as troubleshooting – and boundary work that resulted in 

unsuccessful knowledge sharing – whereby new members continued to rely on their 

existing knowledge. We looked at this relation during three episodes of the implementation 

process, which resulted in the model and reinforcement cycles visualized in figure 6.3.  

 

6.4 Findings 

Our findings are presented as follows. We first describe the history of Project Hogo and how 

Exomin was developed (6.4.1). Next, we describe how Exomin was implemented first in 

distributed pilot plants and subsequently in a large-scale production facility (6.4.2). The 
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remainder of our findings then presents a theoretical interpretation (6.4.3) and analysis 

(6.4.4) of our findings around the boundary work enacted and its consequences for 

knowledge sharing during implementation, leading to our theoretical model (see figure 

6.3).  

 

FIGURE 6.3 | Theoretical model of innovation implementation 
 

6.4.1 Becoming a global innovation project 

The first seeds of Project Hogo were planted in 2005, when MiraiJP scientists installed a new 

piece of production technology for Exomin in their lab. MiraiJP’s original team involved 

research scientists Suzuki-san, Moto-san and Shimizu-san, and mechanical engineer Saito-

san. Their activities were mainly aimed at gathering new information about the technology 

and conducting experiments to proof the principle. To get the machinery working, 

however, the team soon realized that more fundamental research was required. To further 

develop their ideas required more insight into Exomin’s material characteristics and 

appropriate production technologies. As research scientist Moto-san explained: “we didn’t 

have enough money . . . not enough equipment, and also most of the time we didn’t have 

the knowledge”. To address this issue, project leader Nakano-san decided in 2006 to contact 

MiraiNL’s research lab for support.  

At MiraiNL’s lab, research scientist Jacob and several others got involved in Hogo, 

though only on a temporary basis. Jacob coordinated research related to Exomin. With 

MiraiNL’s machinery, they could examine Exomin’s material structure and mechanical 
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properties. Jacob recalled he much enjoyed this period: “the more knowledge you develop 

[about Exomin], the more you see what is possible [with the material]”. Research manager 

Jan Kees was asked to lead MiraiNL’s activities related to Hogo. He had just returned from 

Japan where he had worked in MiraiJP’s lab for several years, yet unrelated to Hogo.  

Jan Kees and his MiraiJP counterpart Nakano-san were aware that, in order to make 

the project successful, they had to cope with the multiple differences between MiraiJP and 

MiraiNL members, including their different geographic locations, organizational structures, 

and work practices. Jan Kees explained: “that I found very difficult when I came back. How 

will the Japanese structure and our structure go together?” To address this, Jan Kees and 

Nakano-san tried to foster a shared team identity for Hogo. Further, similar to MiraiJP’s 

group, Jan Kees arranged an open plan office for Hogo’s MiraiNL members, with 

videoconferencing technology at hand for joint team meetings. To prevent internal 

competition in the team, the two project leaders decided to work towards complementary 

objectives: MiraiJP scientists focused on first-generation developments of Exomin, whereas 

MiraiNL members focused on researching second-generation Exomin, as well as developing 

the fundamental knowledge to support their Japanese counterparts. In this way, Jan Kees 

explained, “you automatically create that you’re dependent on each other.”  

During this first period, MiraiNL and MiraiJP research scientists thus worked relatively 

independently, having different objectives and under different bosses. Yet, they were 

dependent on each other to move the project forward. This proved not an easy task due to 

the complexity of the setting: Exomin’s base material was first ordered from a Japanese 

supplier and shipped to MiraiNL’s research lab. MiraiNL scientists then treated and tested 

the material. The test results were subsequently discussed with MiraiJP, and together they 

decided on next steps to take. Furthermore, to develop and share knowledge about 

Exomin’s material properties, identify possible production technologies, and its potential 

for expanding MCorp’s business, MiraiJP members soon realized they had to adjust some of 

their work practices to work together with their MiraiNL counterparts. For instance, to 

discuss ideas and opinions during meetings, for instance, MiraiJP project leader Nakano-san 

made it a “basic policy [to] speak out [and] make a clear opinion”, so that Dutch members 

could take it into account in their decision-making. To improve communication and prevent 

misunderstandings, research scientist Saito-san made it standard practice during 

videoconferences to acknowledge misunderstandings and indicate whenever he could not 
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follow the conversation. Similarly, research scientist Suzuki-san emphasized always to 

respect MiraiNL members’ divergent opinions. Prior to team meetings, MiraiJP members 

had usually discussed and reached a shared understanding about a certain problem or 

situation. It therefore sometimes came unexpected when during a meeting, Dutch 

members expressed a different understanding of the problem. Instead of ignoring such a 

divergent view, Suzuki-san argued: “we should consider about that opinion [and] why they 

say such a thing”.  

Further efforts to create shared practices related to coordinating their work activities. 

To systematize their communication, MiraiJP and MiraiNL members not only relied on daily 

email communication and monthly videoconferences, but also wrote weekly reports in 

which team members shared what they had done that week. When initiating this practice, 

Jan Kees admitted that he had to overcome some resistance among MiraiNL members. But 

over time, they observed that the weekly reports “really made a difference” (Jacob). They 

structured communication among team members and ensured everybody was up to date 

about what people were working on in the Netherlands and Japan.  

Together, these shared work and coordination practices enabled the team to share 

and further develop their knowledge about Exomin. As MiraiJP scientist Saito explained: “in 

our case, the team slowly grew up . . . First, we had no information. Sometimes we had 

misunderstanding or conflict [but] slowly we became familiar with the differences [between 

us].” In the period that followed, Hogo members made substantial progress and produced 

promising research results. Together with the various patents they obtained, this informed 

MCorp’s decision in 2008 to finance a pilot plant for Exomin. To spearhead research and 

development efforts, MCorp formalized the collaboration between MiraiJP and MiraiNL in a 

global innovation team for Hogo (documents).  

Entering development. MCorp’s decision provided project leader Jan Kees the 

resources to establish a fulltime research team for Hogo. Research scientist Sung Mi joined 

to support the further expansion of Exomin’s fundamental knowledge-base. Research 

scientist Suzuki expatriated to MiraiNL, yet remained involved in Hogo to support 

communications among MiraiJP and MiraiNL members. Jan Kees recalled how this 

transition was one of the most critical moments in the process: “So when you went from 

research to development . . . such phase changes are actually very difficult”. Besides new 

members joining Hogo, this transition also came with changing objectives, having 
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implications for team members’ roles and responsibilities. Up till now, Hogo members had 

mostly worked on examining Exomin’s material properties and developing technological 

know-how. Now, objectives changed towards putting this knowledge into practice, by 

designing and developing a pilot plant. MiraiJP and MiraiNL members experienced this 

transition differently: Whereas MiraiJP members set out to design the pilot plant, MiraiNL 

members resisted the change, arguing that while the transition may have been approved 

on paper, reality wasn’t that black and white. They knew that they were capable of making 

an even better version of Exomin, and therefore preferred to continue their research 

activities.  

Entering development also had implications for how the collaboration in the team 

was organized. During the research phase, the two teams had worked on complementary 

objectives. Yet, Jan Kees and Nakano-san had now decided that their teams should work 

towards the same objectives. Jan Kees explained: “Well, that [the positive results] created 

trust and then we decided that we should build a project organization . . . And then we 

merged the two objectives into one shared objective”. However, along with the two groups 

working together more closely, also their different work practices became more apparent. 

This contributed to a period of great confusion that made it difficult for Jan Kees and 

Nakano-san to keep the team together. This became particularly clear when the team had 

to decide about the technological design of the pilot plant. Opinions differed regarding 

how to proceed and what the design should look like. During a team meeting, MiraiJP 

scientists had presented a clear scheme, outlining the design of the pilot plant, the costs 

involved, and when it would be finished. Their MiraiNL counterparts, however, argued in 

favor of a more flexible approach in terms of design. While still having to finalize their plans, 

they anticipated that a pilot plant could be ready around the same time but be built much 

cheaper. Jan Kees admitted that these differences made it difficult for him and Nakano-san 

to decide whether to follow this more “flexible approach” or to ask HQ-approval for a pilot 

plant “with an expensive price tag attached to it”. Failing to reach agreement, Hogo’s 

project leaders eventually compromised: “We couldn’t reach agreement about the final 

concept of what it [the pilot plant] should look like and so we just built two of them” (Jan 

Kees).  

While the start of this development period was characterized by many “troubles” and 

“frustrations” (Moto-san), team dynamics improved in Spring 2009, when Nakano-san got 
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promoted head of technology at MiraiJP. Recognizing it would be better if all team 

members worked under one leader, MCorp appointed Jan Kees as project leader for both 

Dutch and Japanese Hogo members. Under Jan Kees’ leadership, research scientist Moto-

san became project manager for the Japanese side of the project, with Sung Mi as his 

counterpart at MiraiNL. Further changes followed, with Jan Kees asking Frank and Jacob to 

join Hogo full-time. He also asked two other scientists to assist in researching second-

generation Exomin. Moto-san recalled that collaboration dynamics improved from that 

moment onwards. Early 2010, MiraiJP members were the first to produce a version of 

Exomin in their pilot plant that had the right material properties. This “good result”, Moto-

san explained, changed collaboration dynamics: It re-established trust and team members 

were motivated to work together. The good result also helped MiraiJP and MiraiNL 

members to accommodate their differences, with MiraiNL members praising the skills of 

Japanese team members. As Jacob put it: 

 
 “I wonder if that [getting the plant working] had succeeded in the Netherlands. Just for the simple fact 
that Japanese people just carry on, sometimes twisting the knobs for hours on end, until they have it 
[the right settings]. And that is, a Dutchman just doesn’t do that . . . who rotates once to the right, and 
once all the way to the left, and once in the middle. ‘No, it doesn’t work’. And a Japanese is more 
vigorous in that”. 

 
With these results, Jan Kees decided to “freeze” the concept of the pilot plant and proceed 

implementation with this version of Exomin’s production technology. We now continue 

with describing Exomin’s implementation process in more detail.  

 

6.4.2 Exomin’s implementation process 

With our second question, we sought to understand how Exomin’s implementation process 

unfolded, and the factors that may have affected implementation outcomes. We 

distinguished three episodes: (1) initial implementation aimed at getting the technology 

right; (2) subsequent implementation for large-scale production; and (3) troubleshooting 

for sustained implementation. These three episodes presented us with two different 

implementation dynamics: one leading to successful implementation (episode 1 and 3), and 

the other leading to various implementation breakdowns (episode 2). We discuss these 

three episodes of Exomin’s implementation process in this section. 

Episode 1. Getting the technology right during initial implementation 

During initial implementation, factors that may have contributed to Exomin’s 
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implementation success comprised acquiring a second pilot plant in the Netherlands 

supporting Hogo members working towards shared objectives and the small size of the 

team. Yet, Hogo members perceived the close collaboration across two locations around 

troubleshooting activities, while accommodating differences between them, as a key factor 

that prevented tunnel vision, facilitated knowledge sharing, and contributed to Exomin’s 

initial implementation success.  

Early 2010, team activities centered around troubleshooting and continuous 

improvement, which Jan Kees experienced as an intense period: “It was developing a lot of 

processes and products across multiple locations and with many different people”. To 

organize the process, research scientist Shimizu-san was appointed production manager 

for MiraiJP’s pilot plant. MiraiNL members supported the troubleshooting activities of 

MiraiJP colleagues. They conducted tests, to assess whether samples of produced material 

had the right material properties and continued fundamental research on second-

generation Exomin. MiraiNL members also explored possible applications, and for which 

they acquired a university spinoff. This acquisition not only provided them with the 

necessary patents, but also a pilot plant for step two of Exomin’s production process. 

Exomin’s production process now looked as follows: After treating the base material, it was 

shipped to MiraiJP’s pilot plant for the first stage of production. Subsequently, the produced 

material was shipped to MiraiNL’s pilot plant for further treatment. The final product was 

then tested at MiraiNL’s testing facility, of which the outcomes were discussed in the team 

and informing the changes they made to Exomin’s production process in each of their pilot 

plants. 

A consequence of acquiring this second pilot plant was that part of the development 

process was now situated in the Netherlands. Research scientist Jacob explained how, with 

more engineers joining MiraiNL’s side of Hogo, “we indeed made the transition from [just 

being] researchers to suddenly having more engineers joining us”. With his engineering 

background, research scientist Frank became production manager for MiraiNL’s pilot plant. 

Having all the elements together, Moto-san, Shimizu-san, and Frank could start to integrate 

all their knowledge, and for which they closely worked together. Frank explained: “We really 

[have] a lot of contact, because the people make it in Japan and [the product] then comes 

to the Netherlands for further processing. And to tune those processes, that’s intense.” Yet, 

despite the intensity and complexity that characterized this period, the team recognized 
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the value of having two groups working on a project at different locations. As Jacob put it: 

“When you’re starting-up processes, you always have the chance of tunnel vision. And when 

two teams, that look at things in a completely different way, talk to each other [then] you 

get the best of both worlds”. Jan Kees recalled how, when MiraiJP members bumped into 

troubles in their pilot plant, MiraiNL members had already developed the knowledge to 

support them. Another example of how joint troubleshooting proceeded centered around 

the quality of the material that Frank had received from Japan: 

 
 “One day we received a batch of material of which the quality wasn’t sufficient. So, we asked what 
exactly did you sent us? What are the characteristics of the material? How does that behave? What does 
it look like? So, by means of sending some photos, and presentations, we could discuss the issue . . . 
Then you immediately received an answer. That worked very nicely and also very fast. And I believe 
that also accelerated the [development] process . . . With the Japanese being very analytical and precise 
and with us being more inventive and having crazy ideas like try this or perhaps try that. And we could 
just do that at a very good level . . . Moto-san turned a knob in Japan and I turned a knob in the 
Netherlands and in this way, we made progress.” (Frank) 

 
Together with the small size of the team, Jan Kees believed their collaboration 

significantly accelerated the implementation process. Within the remarkable timeframe of 

six months (as compared to the 30-year industry average), Hogo members announced in 

the Fall of 2010 to have mastered production in their distributed pilot plants. With every 

scale-up they were able to produce small amounts of Exomin that met all quality criteria 

(documents), in a way that was commercially viable and feasible for large-scale production. 

These results informed MCorp’s decision in the Winter of 2010 to continue with further 

implementation for large-scale production. To this aim, they invested over 1.5 billion yen in 

building a production facility for Exomin at MiraiNL’s production site. This facility should be 

running “at full steam” and ready to launch its products in the market in 2012 (press 

account).  

 

Episode 2. Subsequent implementation for large-scale production 

During subsequent implementation, Moto-san and Frank got appointed in boundary-

spanning roles to facilitate Exomin’s implementation in the plant and train new members. 

However, factors that may have caused implementation breakdowns comprised, not 

immediately integrating all elements of Exomin’s production process on one location, and 

former MiraiJP and key MiraiNL members leaving the project while at the same time many 

new engineers and operators joined Hogo in the plant. Together with changes made to 

Exomin’s production technology, this was perceived as preventing successful knowledge 
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sharing with new members.  

MCorp officially opened Exomin’s production site late 2011. Adding Exomin as a “third 

pillar” to their product portfolio, MTech’s general manager (GM) stated, ensured MCorp’s 

leading market position: “The goal was to become the world’s leading manufacturer of our 

products and we succeeded in that” (press account). For the next ten years, a 20% global 

market share was projected for Exomin, and worth billions of yen in market value 

(documents). Preceding this opening ceremony, time to market and close proximity to R&D 

expertise had informed MCorp’s decision to build Exomin’s production facility at MiraiNL’s 

existing production site. Implementing Exomin for large-scale production therefore 

required the innovation to be moved out of Hogo’s distributed pilot plants and into 

MiraiNL’s production facility. Whereas MiraiNL’s pilot plant remained intact, MiraiJP’s pilot 

plant was shut down, decomposed, and shipped to the Netherlands. MiraiJP operators and 

engineers were dispatched to other research projects and divisions of MCorp, while MiraiNL 

members started the design-work for Exomin’s production facility. Subsequent engineering 

work followed a phased process, first installing part one of Exomin’s production process, 

with part two being added afterwards. Exomin’s process now looked at follows: After 

ordering the base material from the Japanese supplier, it was first shipped to MiraiNL’s 

production site for further treatment and production. It was subsequently transported to 

MiraiNL’s pilot plant for step two of the production process. The final product was then 

tested in MiraiNL’s testing facility, of which the outcomes were discussed among members 

in the lab, the pilot plant, and the production facility, to assess what changes were 

necessary.  

Following common practice, MiraiJP pilot plant manager Moto-san expatriated to the 

Netherlands to support the startup-phase at MiraiNL’s production site. The roles of MiraiNL 

Hogo members also changed: Jan Kees got promotion and was replaced by commercial 

director Mike, who had a successful track record of managing product launches at MiraiNL. 

Frank started working as a process engineer in Exomin’s production site, where engineers 

and operating staff from MiraiNL’s existing production facility joined the project. In their 

boundary-spanning roles, Moto-san and Frank were in charge of getting the production 

process running, and to train new members about Exomin’s production process at each site.  

However, despite having developed Exomin internally, and the successful 

implementation of Exomin on a small scale, Hogo members nevertheless ran into trouble 
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during Exomin’s implementation at MiraiNL’s production site. Problems revolved around 

getting the production line working and for operators to be able to produce a version of 

Exomin that had the right material properties. Together with the changes that were made 

to Exomin’s production technology, getting MiraiNL engineers and operators skilled and 

knowledgeable about Exomin’s production process proved not that straightforward. 

Technological breakdowns and severe quality issues caused substantial delays and financial 

losses, and actually required a period of re-development. This made that at the end of 2012, 

instead of having a production process in place that was running at full steam, Hogo 

members were actually struggled to address significant implementation breakdowns. Since 

these problems had not been foreseen in the original investment agreement, and MCorp 

threatened in December 2012 to end the project if Hogo members were unable to master 

and stabilize the production by April 2013.  

 

Episode 3. Troubleshooting for sustained implementation 

During initial implementation, factors that may have contributed to Exomin’s 

implementation success in the plant comprised integrating all elements of the production 

process on one location, and former MiraiNL members starting to support troubleshooting 

activities in the plant and the training of new members. 

Alarmed by MCorp’s threatening message, Hogo’s commercial director Mike got all 

hands-on-deck to make Exomin’s implementation a success. Step two of Exomin’s 

production process was relocated to MiraiNL’s production site and so all elements could 

now be integrated in one production line. Sung Mi, Jacob, and other MiraiNL research 

scientists were asked to support troubleshooting activities in the plant. Also, Hogo’s former 

project leader Jan Kees returned to oversee activities in the plant. Together with the 

engineers at the production site, the team worked on getting the production line running 

properly. They also helped to train new members about Exomin’s production process and 

how to produce a version of the material that met all quality requirements.  

The team made good progress. As Jacob put it, they now felt that “we’re really getting 

somewhere”. Also, MiraiNL’s head of production recognized that “huge strides” had been 

made. Hence, 1.5 years after initial implementation success, Hogo members succeeded in 

mastering Exomin’s production process in the plant. Frank explained that MCorp had given 

them four targets for April: “so less waste, good capacity, cost reduction and sales . . . And 
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we made all those targets. The factory [is running and] now has a considerable scale for a 

production process.” This success secured the further development and commercialization 

of Exomin. In the years that followed, MTech gradually expanded Exomin’s production and 

new applications were introduced to the market. In 2013, Exomin was identified as one of 

MTech’s principal products and in 2014, MCorp won the industry innovation award for 

Exomin. We next present a theoretical interpretation of our findings, leading to our model 

(see figure 6.3). 

 

6.4.3 The changing boundaries of Exomin’s innovation field 

Our third question addresses the competing demands on actors for maintaining continuity 

of practice and adapting their practices, and how they coped with these demands through 

their boundary work, leading to either positive or negative reinforcement cycles for 

knowledge sharing. Table 6.2 provides illustrative examples for each episode and which are 

cross-referenced in the text. 

Maintaining continuity of practice. Our findings reveal how maintaining continuity of 

practice during initial implementation preserved Exomin’s innovation’s field, the 

knowledge embedded in that field, and its boundaries. During initial implementation, 

MiraiJP and MiraiNL closely worked together to figure out how they could improve the 

production process and produce a version of Exomin that had the right material properties 

(see table 6.2, quote A1). Collaboration among MiraiJP and MiraiNL research scientists 

continued and intensified, with daily email communication for instance revolving around 

how to solve issues encountered in the plants. Frank illustrated:  

 
 “One day, the quality of the material we received wasn’t enough. Then, just by taking pictures and 
making some drawings – I also knew at which level I could ask the question. Like, what did you send 
to us? What's up with that? What are the characteristics of that material? How does that behave? Yes, 
what does that look like? – Then you had an answer straight away. At a technical level, that was very 
easy for me and we could make very quick steps . . . That worked very nicely and I think that also 
accelerated the process.” (Frank, 2013 interview). 
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e going to do this?” (Jan Kees, 2013 interview

) 

II. Practice adaptation 
 

 
Initial im

plem
entation 

4. H
ogo m

em
bers 

(gradually) 
transitioning tow

ards 
production and 
operations 

D
. M

aking w
eekly operational 

arrangem
ents 

D
. “W

e had to m
ake a lot of operational arrangem

ents, som
etim

es really at w
eekly level” (Sung M

i, 2013 
interview

). 

 
 

Subsequent im
plem

entation 
5. H

ogo m
em

bers 
adapting their 
practices to dem

ands 
of production context  

E1. D
ependency on logistics 

organization hindered effective 
troubleshooting.  

E1. “The m
om

ent that M
iraiN

L’s product site [got involved] . . . at a certain m
om

ent w
e got a logistics 

organization and then you just see that things [e.g., troubleshooting activities] got m
ore and m

ore 
difficult in the project.” (Frank, 2013 interview

)  
E2. People from

 M
iraiN

L’s 
production facility w

ished to 
lead activities in the plant.  

E2. “The m
om

ent you’re nearing com
m

ercialization, then the plant also w
ants to have a say” (Jan Kees) 
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Sustained im
plem

entation 
6. H

ogo m
em

bers 
w

orking together to 
im

prove productivity 
in the plant (and 
leading to m

ore 
gradual adaptation) 

F1. H
ogo m

em
bers changing 

their w
ork activities due to 

targets set by M
Corp 

F1. “Past six m
onths w

e’ve been w
orking m

ore purposefully. W
e just had to reach those targets because 

the project could be stopped. . . Personally, I don’t like that. I'd rather be the one w
ho w

ants to get the 
best out of it and continue [researching]. But w

e had to ensure that the plant w
as running w

ell and to 
prove for a couple of w

eeks that it w
orks. A

nd all the other things that m
ight be interesting . . . that w

e 
can run even better or that w

e can produce m
ore cheaply or w

hatever, w
e have to let that go for now

.” 
(Frank, 2013 interview

)  
F2. H

ogo m
em

bers training new
 

m
em

bers and supporting 
activities in the plant. 

F2. “W
e’re now

 w
orking on getting all lines in the plant running. A

lso, to train the people. W
e are 

concerned w
ith the quality of the product. That w

e can also deliver the right quality and guarantee it as 
w

e stand for it in the m
arket. A

nd w
e’re supporting all that com

es along w
ith that.” (Sung M

i, 2013 
interview

) 
III. Boundary w

ork 
 

 
Initial im

plem
entation 

7. O
pening-up 

boundaries 
G

. M
otivation of m

em
bers 

helped in overcom
ing obstacles 

to collaboration betw
een M

iraiJP 
and M

iraiN
L m

em
bers during 

Exom
in’s im

plem
entation 

process. 

G
. “Som

etim
es it’s very frustrating w

hen you’re in the m
iddle of it and it’s clashing [w

orking 
approaches]. A

nyw
ay, if you do not like each other for w

hatever reason . . . then you could overcom
e 

that . . . all the little obstacles you encountered in Exom
in's process. . . because there w

as such w
ill 

pow
er” (Jacob, 2013 interview

). 

 
 

Subsequent im
plem

entation 
8. M

aintaining 
boundaries 

H
1. N

ot sharing w
ork m

aterials 
w

ith M
oto-san 

H
1. “That test w

as w
ritten out by the technologist. . . w

ritten in D
utch of course and sent to everyone 

except M
oto-san” (Jan Kees, 2013 interview

). 
H

2. Excluding M
oto-san from

 
daily operations  

H
2. “A

t the production site, they don’t know
 exactly w

hat to do w
ith him

 [M
oto-san] . . . W

hich m
akes 

that M
oto-san is sitting in a corner so as it w

ere. H
e’s not involved in it [daily operations] . . . H

e’s 
w

orking in a room
 by him

self . . . So that does not alw
ays w

ork sm
oothly I alw

ays have a strong 
im

pression.” (Frank, 2013 interview
)  

 
 

Sustained im
plem

entation 
O

pening-up 
boundaries 

I. M
iraiN

L engineers involving 
M

oto-san in troubleshooting 
activities  

I. “Today I saw
 a concrete exam

ple of that. A test w
as conducted to address a problem

 w
ith a m

achine . . 
. That test is conducted. But M

oto-san w
alks in the plant and w

atched them
 and got in touch w

ith the 
technician in a good w

ay. A
nd I just saw

 an e-m
ail w

ith a test report in w
hich he had neatly w

ritten that 
M

oto-san had looked at it” (Jan Kees, 2013 interview
). 
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V. Know
ledge sharing 

 
 

Initial im
plem

entation 
9. Know

ledge sharing 
new

 m
em

bers is 
successful 

J. O
perators recognizing defects 

and actively contributing to 
im

prove the production process 

J. They are curious about our product. Som
etim

es they find out som
e defects in the production, [and 

ask if] it’s possible to use for the final product or not. A
nd also, during the processing, w

e had som
e 

difficulties and they asked can it be used it or not. (M
oto-san, 2012 interview

) 
 

 
Subsequent im

plem
entation 

10. Know
ledge sharing 

w
ith new

 H
ogo 

m
em

bers unsuccessful 

K. Encountering issues w
ith 

know
ledge transfer, m

aking it 
ineffective and inefficient 

K. But that know
ledge isn’t there yet, it's still w

ith those people w
ho did that back then. H

ow
 do you get 

that transferred properly, that's an issue at the m
om

ent. A
lso, not the right know

ledge w
as transferred. 

That w
asn’t very effective and w

asn’t efficient. . . So actually, the net transfer of know
ledge from

 the 
plant in Japan to M

iraiN
L’s plant . . . that w

asn’t successful (Jan Kees, 2013 interview
) 

 
 

Sustained im
plem

entation 
11. Know

ledge sharing 
w

ith new
 m

em
bers is 

successful 

L. M
oto-san and engineers in the 

plant starting to w
ork together 

and share know
ledge but took 

longer than expected.  

L. “But that [M
oto-san and engineers w

orking together] w
as actually w

hat w
e hoped w

ould happen 
from

 the beginning. N
ow

 it [know
ledge sharing] seem

s to happen a bit m
ore because they [engineers] 

see ah, M
oto-san actually does a lot and his contribution is concrete. But that process took a lot longer 

than expected.” (Jan Kees, 2013 interview
). 
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These efforts to jointly improve the technology of the two pilot plants went together 

with new members joining Hogo, especially at MiraiJP’s pilot plant. The frequent interaction 

among MiraiNL and MiraiJP helped to train new members. Moto-san was in charge of 

training new operators about Exomin’s production process: “Our [new] colleagues don’t 

understand so much [about how] this material is used for production.” When the operators 

know more about the final product, he explained, they can imagine what kind of material 

they should produce and can make a production plan to achieve that. To keep them 

motivated, he regularly requested information or samples of the final product from MiraiNL 

so he could show it to his operators (see quote A2). 

To socialize new members, Frank and Moto-san also initiated bi-weekly 

videoconference meetings with the engineers and operators at MiraiJP’s pilot plant. Frank 

explained:  

 
“I want to have direct contact with the people on the workfloor . . . I really want to talk with the people 
that directly make the material. I was in Japan last week and I noticed there really was a need for that. 
Like what is happening with our product and can you tell something about that. So now we make a 
clear schedule in advance, like we will discuss this and that so we can keep each other informed.” (2010 
interview) 

 
When entering subsequent implementation, the collaboration among MiraiJP and 

MiraiNL members came to an end. Moto-san came to the Netherlands to support the start-

up phase in the plant, yet many of the MiraiNL research scientists kept working in the lab, 

not realizing they had to leave their desks and support Moto-san in the plant (see B). This, 

according to Moto-san stood in stark contrast with how he experienced the initial 

implementation phase in Japan, where research scientists remained involved in the 

production site to work alongside engineers and operators. Yet, at MiraiNL they “only 

connect[ed] the end to the beginning.” This, he argued, was problematic since it prevented 

mutual learning among old and new project members, with the latter group not yet having 

the knowledge and experience to work with Exomin’s production technology. While he 

understood that MiraiNL research scientists had their own jobs, he believed they should pay 

more attention to the process and help to create mutual understanding with the engineers 

and operators that were joining the project.  

In the process of realizing sustained implementation, continuity of practices was 

restored when MiraiNL scientists came to the plant and started to actively support Moto-

san during troubleshooting activities (see C). As Moto-san explained, having all stages of 
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Exomin’s production process in one location also helped to integrate members’ distributed 

knowledge, as well as to learn about the differences between the production process in the 

plant compared to the previous one in the pilot plant setting:  

 
 “So now we learn how to start production actually . . . In developing Exomin, the pressing facility had 
some knowledge of step one of the processing. And also, the pilot plant had knowledge of how to 
handle or create the material. And eh, the Japanese pilot plant had some knowledge of how to treat it 
further. But now we integrated all stages. We could [now] see each process in the line. We could 
consider the difference [compared to the pilot plant context] and learn how to improve the process.” 

 
Next, we describe how Hogo members adapted their practices to meet the requirements of 

the implementation context.  

Practice adaptation. During initial implementation, there was a gradual adaptation of 

Hogo members’ work practices, as they worked on continuous improvement and had to 

start with making operational arrangements. To prove Exomin’s technology was viable for 

mass production, Hogo’s objectives gradually changed towards increasing production 

volume and improving production quality. Moto-san described their target was clear: they 

now had to produce double the amount that had been produced so far. To achieve this 

target required a stable and reliable production process and hence: “The focus was on 

getting routine, getting stable. Yes, getting quality production but also a stable amount.” 

With 10 people working in the pilot plant, this also required Moto-san to create a structure 

for managing operations:  

 
 “We have to build a concrete format for how to manage in the plant. By myself and also the mastery 
[of] productivity, quality of the material, amount of the production, and so on. So, one or two months 
later, I could imagine how to manage in the plant. And eh, how much we can produce . . . at that time, 
we already worked in three shifts in a week. When I was in the shift, I focused on how to stabilize the 
process. And after ending the shift, I checked about [managing] the attenuation time (Moto-san, 2012 
interview) 

 
As production volume increased, also the nature of the relation between MiraiJP and 

MiraiNL members gradually changed, becoming more of a client-supplier relation. Shimizu-

san described the adjustments made during this transition: “Maybe they wonder why does 

Shimizu-san require a [production] plan so frequently? . . . Our section is not R&D section, 

it’s a development and production section, very near production. But MiraiNL team is [still] 

a research team so [our] role is different from their role.” As they went through this 

transition, MiraiNL and MiraiJP started to make more operational arrangements (see table 

6.2, quote D). Daily communication among Shimizu-san and Sung Mi revolved around 

product specifications. To schedule production, they developed Excel sheets where each 
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party could enter their expectations. With shipments happening once or twice a month, 

Shimizu-san and Sung Mi also developed procedures to specify shipping requirements, so 

they could obtain the necessary documents and approvals. For this, Shimizu-san would 

make the initial estimations and shipment dates, after which they were checked by Sung 

Mi, who made adjustments when necessary.  

During subsequent implementation, we observed more immediate pressures for Hogo 

members to adapt their work practices in order to meet the requirements of production, 

while they did not yet have the technology up and running. As Jan Kees explained, the 

production regime in the plant was completely different than during initial implementation 

and required a change in the way of working. For instance, in the plant Hogo members were 

now dependent upon MiraiNL’s logistics team, and which caused additional complexities 

and delays (see E1). As Frank illustrated: 

 
 “At some point, we had to work with the logistics organization. And then you just see that things get 
increasingly difficult in the project . . . What I found typical was that, at the time we had certain logistical 
flows that we all arranged ourselves. That actually worked perfect. When I asked a Japanese: ‘where is 
the material at this moment?’ Then he could tell me that. And since we’ve become dependent on the 
Dutch logistics organization, it has become a misery. Due to [such] structural issues, there are just parts 
missing.” (Frank, 2013 interview) 

 
Besides these contextual factors, Jan Kees also observed a tension inside the team, 

between old and new members. He explained how, since activities in the plant were still 

focused on troubleshooting, former Hogo members wanted to tell how things should be 

done: “You saw in the plant that people of the first hour sometimes wore a big coat and, 

figuratively speaking, got a toolbox to make changes to the machines, which of course isn’t 

acceptable in a plant. Since they neared commercialization, former Hogo members were 

expected to hand off responsibilities to new members who now had to lead the process 

(see E2). The problem however, Jan Kees continued, was that engineers and operators in 

the plant were lacking the necessary knowledge about Exomin and were dependent upon 

former Hogo members to learn about the process. He observed how pressures for structure 

and stability in the plant, together with the size of the project, made that Hogo lacked the 

speed and flexibility to quickly make changes and progress with troubleshooting: “Now you 

cannot just turn the buttons anymore” (Jan Kees).  

When working to realize sustained implementation, we observed a more gradual 

adaptation of Hogo members’ work practices. Once they succeeded to get the production 

line running properly, a more stable and structured work approach was developed, aimed 
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at continuous improvement. Led by the targets set by MCorp, Hogo members worked to 

improve productivity in the plant (see F1) as well as to train the new engineers and 

operators (see F2). We now continue with describing the boundary work enacted during 

the three episodes of Exomin’s implementation process.  

Boundary work. Hogo members considered their openness to collaborate and jointly 

develop new work relations around Exomin’s production technology as a key reason why 

initial implementation was so successful. The team’s pursuit of a shared interest motivated 

them to overcome internal team boundaries (see table 6.4, quote G) as well as to open-up 

external boundaries. For instance, to integrate new members, Moto-san held daily informal 

meetings with new members about what was going on in the plant and to jointly identify 

areas of improvement:  

 
Moto-san: “So, every day, every time, we discuss how to do it [improve productivity] by searching and 
discuss[ing] informally. And [it’s] easy to understand for me what’s happening in the line.”  
Interviewer: So, by discussing about it, you tried to get a common understanding of what was happening, 
what were points to improve.  
Moto-san: “Yeah”  

 
Moto-san also utilized the collaboration with MiraiNL to advance operators’ knowledge 

about Exomin’s production process, for instance by obtaining samples of the end product 

that he could show to his operators. This helped them imagine how to handle the material, 

to improve the production process, and to keep the motivation.  

During subsequent implementation, Moto-san was appointed to support the start-up 

phase at Exomin’s production site. MiraiNL research scientists viewed Moto-san as a 

“knowledge carrier for all processes in Japan” (Jacob). Moto-san had been involved in Hogo 

since the start and so had experienced all developments. He was therefore viewed as “a 

walking encyclopedia” (Jacob) who held all the data about Exomin’s production process in 

Excel sheets. Upon arrival in the Netherlands, Moto-san recognized that “at this moment, 

the work needed is kind of troubleshooting and so I thought that there are a lot of things I 

can do”. However, it turned out that it was not so easy for him to establish work relations 

with new members. MiraiNL engineers and operators that joined Hogo at MiraiNL’s 

production site were reluctant to work with him: “People that are new there don’t 

understand him and also do not approach him to get certain knowledge” (Jacob). Moto-san 

was supposed to work closely together with MiraiNL engineers to install the machines and 

start troubleshooting activities. However, the engineers that joined Hogo did not recognize 
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Moto-san’s expertise and were reluctant to change their way of working. As a result, they 

did not include Moto-san in their daily operations and work materials were not shared with 

him (see quote H1). Drawing on culturalized us-them distinctions, engineers portrayed 

Moto-san as an outsider, arguing they did not know how to work with him (see H2). Hence, 

as Frank concluded: “That never went well with the people in the plant . . . that’s been a 

match that has never worked in my eyes”.  

To realize sustained implementation, Jan Kees and other MiraiNL research scientists 

returned to support operations in the plant. Upon his return, Jan Kees identified the 

reluctance of MiraiNL engineers to work with Moto-san as a key reason they failed to 

address implementation breakdowns: “We didn’t estimate well what the impact of such 

things will be on your project or on your process. We were greatly surprised by that [and] 

afterwards, it proved to be a bigger hurdle than solving the technological problems.” 

MiraiNL scientists recognized that they heavily depended on Moto-san’s expertise to make 

the targets set by MCorp and so actively involved him in their work activities. Frank 

described how he asked Moto-san to join him during inspections of the production line to 

jointly discuss and decide where troubleshooting activities should focus on:  

 
 “If you ask [Moto-san] ‘come take a look at this here. Do you see that thing moving up and down all 
the time? What could that be?’ If you point at specific things like ‘What do you think of this area? What 
is the color? Is this okay?’ Then you have much more discussion.” 

 
Jan Kees explained how Moto-san found his place again during this period: “When 

Moto-san gets a little more guidance by people who understand the context, such as Frank 

or myself. . . Then Moto-san’s value shows and you can make steps. . . Then he could do his 

thing again and help us.” With MiraiNL research scientists in the plant they could also 

address the boundary between Moto-san and MiraiNL engineers. For instance, Jan Kees 

instructed MiraiNL engineers to interact with Moto-san by starting off with assuming his 

good intentions: “Just start with people’s good intentions. That also personally helps me a 

lot in overcoming similar issues.” As the work proceeded MiraiNL engineers indeed started 

to interact more frequently with Moto-san, for instance around troubleshooting activities. 

This allowed them to learn from Moto-san and better understand Exomin’s production 

process (see I). We now synthesize our findings, leading to our theoretical model (see figure 

6.3 above).  
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6.4.4 Analysis and implications for knowledge sharing 

Figure 6.4 below visualizes how Exomin’s innovation field transformed during the 

three episodes of the implementation process. During initial implementation (see figure 6.4, 

image 1), Hogo members were remarkably fast with implementing Exomin in their 

distributed pilot plants. In this period, new engineers and operators gradually joined the 

project. Work tasks were now carried out in the already established collaborative relation 

between MiraiJP’s research lab (RJAP) and MiraiNL’s research lab (RNL), as well as in new 

relations between RJAP and MiraiJP’s pilot plant (PiJAP), between RNL and MiraiNL’s pilot plant 

(PiNL), and between the two pilot plants. In figure 6.4 the established collaborative relations 

are indicated with a straight line, and the new relations are indicated with a dashed line.  

We observed a positive reinforcement cycle in which sufficient shared context was 

present to socialize and share knowledge with new team members. Having overcome 

internal team boundaries between RJAP and RNL and maintaining continuity of practice inside 

the team helped to socialize and share knowledge with new members. As described by 

Moto-san, over time MiraiJP operators were able to detect quality issues and defects in the 

production process (see table 6. 3, quote J), indicating the successful sharing of Exomin’s 

innovation knowledge. As Hogo members adapted and expanded their practices to meet 

requirements of production (e.g., operations and logistics becoming more important), 

Exomin’s innovation field gradually expanded and transformed to meet the requirements 

of a production setting. 

 

 
FIGURE 6.4 | Exomin’s evolving innovation field 

 
During subsequent implementation (see figure 5.4, image 2), many MiraiNL engineers 

and operators simultaneously joined the project and started working in Exomin’s 

established collaborative relation
new collaborative relation

RNL RNL RNL

PiNL PiNLPiNL

PrNL PrNL

RJAP

PiJAP

Initial implementation Subsequent implementation Sustained implementation
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production facility (PrNL). With part of the production process still being situated in MiraiNL’s 

pilot plant (PiNL), work tasks were now carried out in the existing collaborative relation 

between MiraiNL’s research lab (RNL) and pilot plant (PiNL), as well as in new relations 

between RNL and MiraiNL’s production site (PrNL), and between the production site and pilot 

plant. We observed a negative reinforcement cycle in which insufficient shared context was 

present to socialize and share knowledge with new members in the plant. The engineers 

and operators that joined had previously worked at MiraiNL’s existing production facility, 

manufacturing products unrelated to Exomin. They depended upon Frank and Moto-san to 

learn about Exomin’s production technology. However, with a high turnover rate, there was 

not sufficient continuity of practice inside the original team to socialize new members. 

Furthermore, knowledge sharing was prevented by new Hogo members maintaining the 

boundary between them and Moto-san. With Exomin’s innovation field rapidly 

transforming due to pressures to adapt to institutional norms of the production context, 

this resulted in Hogo members being unsuccessful sharing their knowledge (see quote K). 

New Hogo members continued to rely on their existing – yet redundant – knowledge for 

troubleshooting in the plant. With the team being unable to resolve implementation 

breakdowns, Jan Kees acknowledged that he had underestimated the challenges of this 

transition:  

 
 “Then you come to the plant, and then new operators join who only know how to manufacture our 
other products . . . And there is Moto-san who has a wealth of knowledge but with an enormous gap in 
culture and distance and well, yes . . . That just makes it very difficult.” 

 

When working towards sustained implementation (see figure 5.4, image 3), work tasks 

continued to be carried out within the existing collaborative relation between MiraiNL’s 

research lab (RNL) and pilot plant (PiNL), as well as in in collaborative relations between RNL 

and MiraiNL’s production site (PrNL), and between the production site (PrNL) and pilot plant 

(PiNL). All parts of Exomin’s production process were now integrated in one production line, 

with former Hogo members – research scientists from the lab (RNL) – returning to the plant 

to support troubleshooting activities. We observed a positive reinforcement cycle in which 

sufficient shared context was present to resolve implementation breakdowns, and to 

socialize and share knowledge with new members in the plant. Re-establishing continuity 

in their work relations and practices facilitated the re-development process. Having all 

elements of Exomin’s production process in one location also helped to build new relations 
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around the technology, integrate people’s distributed knowledge, and to assess where 

Exomin’s current production technology differed from the pilot phase. Once the production 

process was stabilized, the activities of former Hogo members provided sufficient shared 

context to socialize new members and for them to interpret and learn about Exomin’s 

technology, thereby enabling knowledge sharing (see L). Having mastered the production 

process and the gradual expansion of Exomin’s field of practice to accommodate the 

requirements of production, resulted in Hogo members meeting all targets set by MCorp to 

secure Exomin’s future development and commercialization. 

 

6.5 Discussion  

In this Chapter, we sought to further insight into the challenge of implementing radical 

technological innovation, when it requires knowledge sharing between innovators and 

adopters. When an innovation has been developed internally and already been successfully 

implemented on a small scale in a pilot plant, one would expect innovation knowledge to 

be not that sticky. Based on current literature, it would suffice to objectify innovation 

knowledge in some sort of tangible form and to rely on boundary spanners to share it with 

adopters. While this may work for more incremental innovations, our findings describe how, 

with radical technological innovations there can be a lot more stickiness. Hence, for 

innovators to share their knowledge with adopters requires significant transformation of 

adopters’ existing knowledge through socialization into shared practices (Bechky, 2003; 

Carlile, 2002). Yet, innovation literature suggests that for implementation to be successful, 

innovators need to adapt their practices to meet the requirements of the implementation 

context (Van de Ven, 1986, p. 591). Specifically, we studied the boundary work enacted by 

innovators and adopters to cope with these seemingly contradictory demands to maintain 

continuity of practice and adapt work practices during the implementation process.  

In summary, we found that successful implementation of radical technological 

innovation required re-establishing the practices of an innovation’s field within the 

adoption context. This allows for sufficient shared context that adopters can be socialized 

into and learn about an innovation. Subsequently, when successful, the practices that 

constitute an innovation field can be gradually transformed to meet institutional norms of 

the implementation context. In our case, during initial implementation, continuity of 

practice in Exomin’s original innovation field provided the shared context necessary to 
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socialize new members. Together with subsequent observations, we argue that 

maintaining continuity of practice is important as it provides the shared context necessary 

for adopters to be socialized into and learn about an innovation. During subsequent 

implementation, we observed a negative reinforcement cycle. This period was 

characterized by low continuity of practice. With many former Hogo members leaving the 

project, or working on different locations, Exomin’s innovation field was characterized by a 

lack of continuity of practice. Together with the boundary work enacted by adopters, this 

prevented the creation of sufficient shared context to socialize adopters, and causing 

significant breakdowns. When former Hogo members returned to support troubleshooting 

in the plant, continuity of practice was re-established in Exomin’s innovation field. This 

provided the shared context in which new members could be socialized into and 

innovation knowledge could be re-developed. Subsequent transformation of Exomin’s 

innovation field to meet the requirements of production secured Exomin’s further 

commercialization. These findings hold important implications for research and practice 

and contribute to at least three issues in Management and Organization studies.  

 

6.5.1 Theoretical implications 

First, we advance understanding of knowledge sharing processes during innovation 

implementation. Successful implementation of technological innovations forms an 

important and widely recognized challenge, yet few have studied it from a knowledge 

perspective (Klein and Knight, 2005, p. 244; Tyre, 1991, p. 58). While we know that 

knowledge sharing is difficult when innovations are more complex (Aiman-Smith and 

Green, 2002, p. 422; Tyre and Orlikowski, 1994), and primarily resides in specialized 

relationships among individuals and groups (Badaracco 1991, p. 79), we know little about 

the processes and practices that enable knowledge sharing during the implementation 

process. Practice-based studies of knowledge sharing have made important strides in 

identifying the processes underlying the inherent “stickiness” of knowledge (Szulanski, 

1996), highlighting the situated, embedded and invested nature of knowledge and the 

importance of a shared context, or field of practice, for people to interpret the knowledge 

shared with them (Bechky, 2003; Carlile, 2002; Levina and Vaast, 2008). Few studies, 

however, have examined processes of knowledge sharing during the implementation 

process. This is problematic since, during implementation a shared context is often absent, 
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as innovators are often pressed to adjust their practices to meet institutional norms of the 

adoption context (Ansari et al., 2010; Van de Ven, 1986; Leonard-Barton, 1988) and 

potentially damaging an innovation’s knowledge base (Ranft and Lord, 2002). This raises 

the question how innovators can share their knowledge with adopters, while they are 

pressed to adjust the very practices in which such knowledge is situated.  

We advance theoretical insight on knowledge sharing during innovation 

implementation by highlighting the importance of maintaining continuity of practice when 

implementing radical technological innovations. While previous research has shown that 

limited ability of adopters to learn from innovators can impair knowledge sharing (Tyre and 

Orlikowski, 1994; Edmonson et al., 2001), our findings shed light on the conditions that 

enable learning and successful knowledge sharing during implementation. Especially, our 

findings highlight how sharing knowledge about radical technological innovation requires 

adopters to be socialized into the work practices and operations in which that knowledge 

is embedded and developed. This, we argue, first requires securing continuity of innovators’ 

practices in the adoption context, since this is where their knowledge is situated and 

meaningful, and after which they can be gradually transformed to meet institutional norms 

of the adoption context.  

Second, we make an important contribution to organizational literature on cross-

boundary knowledge sharing by highlighting the socio-symbolic processes of boundary 

work through which innovators and adopters transforms an innovation’s field boundaries 

and practices. Successful implementation requires innovation knowledge to be shared 

between an innovation’s original practice context and its site of adoption. At the same time, 

implementing an innovation in its context of adoption also transforms the boundaries that 

demarcate differences in practices between the innovation field and the implementation 

context. We know from existing literature that socio-material mechanisms can foster the 

creation of a shared context for knowledge sharing (e.g., Bechky, Carlile, 2002, Levina and 

Vaast, 2008). However, we have yet to understand the conditions that enable such 

mechanisms for collaborative boundary spanning to be effective, especially in situations 

where the boundary across which knowledge is shared transforms itself.  

Our findings describe how pressures to adapt innovators’ practices, together with the 

boundary work enacted by adopters, prevented knowledge sharing during subsequent 

implementation. While Moto-san was an effective boundary spanner between MiraiNL and 
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MiraiJP’s pilot plants during initial implementation, expatriating him to MiraiNL’s 

production site proved insufficient for knowledge sharing to be successful. With only Moto-

san working fulltime in the plant, and Exomin’s production technology not yet being fully 

installed, he found himself unable to create sufficient shared context to socialize new 

members. Knowledge sharing was further impaired by the boundary work enacted by new 

members, for instance excluding Moto-san from their day to day work activities. As a result, 

engineers and operators in the plant continued to rely on their existing knowledge that, 

with Exomin’s new production process, had become redundant. Our findings also describe 

how the return of former Hogo-members to the plant helped to restore continuity of 

practice in Exomin’s innovation field. Together, they were able to create sufficient shared 

context for knowledge sharing and adopters to learn about Exomin’s production process. 

Hence, while Carlile (2004) has shown that boundary-spanning mechanisms such as 

boundary objects may be effective in one context yet may not suffice in another, we extend 

understanding of the conditions that enable or prevent boundary-spanning mechanisms 

to be effective in fostering knowledge sharing during the implementation process.  

Finally, and perhaps most importantly, our study builds upon and expands a process 

perspective on innovation implementation, describing the boundary work enacted by 

innovators and adopters during implementation. Existing studies on innovation 

implementation are dominated by variance theories (Chung and Choi, 2016, p. 5). They 

include different sets of independent variables to explain implementation outcomes. For 

instance, implementation success or failure is explained by studying an organization’s 

culture and resources (e.g., Klein et al., 2001), an innovation’s complexity (e.g., Aiman-Smith 

and Green, 2002), or specific characteristics of innovators (Somech and Drach-Zahavy, 

2013). Such variance approaches have been criticized for portraying implementation as a 

linear and unidirectional process that leads to binary outcomes: either the acceptance or 

rejection of an innovation (Choi and Moon, 2013; Chung and Choi, 2016, p. 5). In doing so, 

they pay little attention to the micro-processes that lead to those outcomes. Another 

problem with variance theories of innovation implementation pertains to their portrayal of 

innovation as a new technological product or service that is ready for adopters to become 

skilled, consistent and committed to use. In doing so, these theories fail to account for the 

changing socio-material contexts of innovations during implementation. This may be 

particularly problematic when we try to understand the implementation of radical 
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technological innovations since it often requires substantial knowledge sharing between 

innovators and adopters, while existing fields, and their practices, are disrupted. 

Process studies of innovation implementation acknowledge the complexity of 

implementing innovations, which can be highly discontinuous (Tyre and Orlikowski 1994). 

They describe the unfolding dynamics that can lead to various implementation outcomes. 

For instance, Leonard-Barton (1988) assessed potential misalignments between technology 

adaptation and organizational adaptation in explaining implementation success. 

Repenning (2002) theorized the reinforcing dynamics between resources, innovation 

results, participant effort, and their commitment to an innovation. Chung and Choi (2016), 

in turn, theorized the socio-political dynamics that explain how actors’ perceptions of an 

innovation can drive but also resist implementation. These studies show that innovation 

implementation is far from a linear process, and implementation success as an outcome 

should be viewed as continuous rather than a binary. However, more research is called 

upon, especially regarding how the political struggles inherent to organizing (Ansari et al., 

2010, p. 80) impact how innovations are implemented (Chung and Choi, 2016).  

We contribute to this line of research by studying the socio-symbolic processes of 

boundary work during innovation implementation. Boundaries are understood as 

discontinuities in practices that distinguish the fields of practice of innovators from those 

of adopters. The notion of a field of practice helps us understand the sociopolitical 

processes involved in innovation implementation, as it relates the notion of practices to 

actors’ interests and the shared capital produced in a given field (Levina and Vaast, 2014). 

They also capture the socio-material contexts in which innovations and associated practices 

are embedded and have meaning. During innovation implementation, an innovation field 

moves to its context of adoption, and hence, needs to accommodate the interests of 

adopters. While Leonard-Barton (1988) has pointed out that successful implementation 

requires mutual adaptation of both adopters and innovations, our findings describe the 

boundary work enacted by innovators and adopters during implementation. Furthermore, 

we identify the positive and negative reinforcement cycles triggered by such boundary 

work and shaping implementation outcomes: Maintaining boundaries may trigger a 

negative reinforcement cycle, leading to implementation breakdowns and requiring a 

period or re-development or re-invention (Rogers, 1995). Opening-up boundaries may 

trigger a positive reinforcement cycle that allows for successful knowledge sharing and 
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implementation.  

  

6.5.2 Limitations and suggestions for future research 

Some limitations of our study suggest opportunities for further research. First, our results 

are based upon an in-depth analysis of a single case. This was a conscious choice in the 

design of the study as it allows for an in-depth study of a phenomenon, aimed at producing 

contextualized outcomes in other settings that can serve as the basis of ongoing action 

(Garud et al. 2013). Yet, further research should assess whether our findings also hold for 

innovations developed in other settings. Future research can for instance examine the 

implementation of innovations that derive from open innovation or crowdsourcing 

projects. How are innovations developed and implemented, and how are the involvement 

of different expertise groups coordinated during different stages of such innovation 

processes? Also, the study examined a radical technological innovation project in a very 

large organization, operating in technology-driven manufacturing industries. Future 

research can therefore build upon the insights of this study to examine the implementation 

of radical innovations in other industries (e.g., digital innovation).  

 

6.5.3 Implications for practice 

This study is of interest to practitioners in the field, as it concerns a relevant and timely topic 

in today’s global networked economy. First, distributed innovation and the implementation 

of new inventions asks for substantial investments, while often facing unexpected 

problems. Especially in distributed settings, one would expect the challenge of 

implementing radical technological innovation to be more pronounced, due to the 

complexity of the context and members having to collaborate across multiple boundaries 

(Levina and Vaast, 2008; Mørk et al., 2012). Indeed, as described above, this phase of initial 

implementation first encountered several challenges. Yet, what followed was a process of 

smooth troubleshooting and joint process optimization. Second, the study explains why 

even for technological innovations that have been developed internally, moving them 

towards their sites of implementation can prove challenging. Namely, implementation still 

requires innovators to share their innovation knowledge with adopters. Our findings show 

that when the knowledge associated with innovations are very different from adopters’ 

existing knowledge, you need continuity of practice to socialize adopters and educate them 
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about the new technology. To this aim you first need to re-establish the innovation’s field 

of practice in the implementation context, since this is where tacit innovation knowledge 

resides and has meaning. From an efficiency perspective, a change in team members during 

implementation may save costs. However, without sufficient original members engaging in 

those practices, you will not have enough bandwidth for adopters to interpret the new 

technology and to jointly define new relations around them. After this, the field can be 

further adapted to meet the requirements of the implementation context. Especially for 

organizations to develop and sustain a capacity for breakthrough innovation, our study 

thus provides rationale for a more cautious innovation implementation process.  

 

6.5.4 Conclusion 

We studied the challenge of how innovators and adopters balance competing demands 

during innovation implementation to continue the practices in which innovation 

knowledge is embedded and developed versus adapting them to meet demands of the 

implementation context. We set out to study the boundary work enacted to cope with this 

challenge. We found that successful knowledge sharing first requires securing continuity of 

practice in the innovation’s original field, before this field can be transformed to meet the 

requirements of the implementation context. We thereby advance theory development 

about the relation between boundary work and knowledge sharing during the 

implementation phase of technological innovation projects. 

 

Notes 
1 Pseudonyms are used for all organizations, the project, and its members to ensure anonymity of the research 
setting and participants. 

  


